
Myth:  

AMI had illegal firearms 

Fact:  

Illegal firearms - NIL 

Comments:  

Three AMI supporters were charged with firearms offences. One, a gun club member for 

20+ years was found guilty of having his cousin’s registered firearm in his locked gun safe 

(SAPOL knew beforehand)  

One, a sports shooter for 30+ years of Olympic standard, was found NOT guilty of ALL 

charges (SAPOL was ordered to pay his court costs).  

One was found guilty of a minor breach of the Firearms Act (first time in 30 years of legally 

owning firearms – that were, at ALL times registered) 

Myth:  

High powered firearms 

Fact:  

High powered firearms - NIL 

Comments: Not one firearm (all were appropriately stored and registered) was high 

powered.  

Myth:  

Ps Leo fled from Australia because of police raids 

Fact:  

Ps Leo left Australia on a planned missionary trip four days before the raids. 

Comments:  

Evidence has been presented of communications with government authorities in two 

different countries confirming appointments for meetings beginning three days before the 

raids (20/5/10).  Copies of Australian Immigration Dept country exit forms dated 16th May 

2010 clearly show Ps Leo & Ass Ps Veneziano had left the country. 



Myth:  

AMI is a doomsday cult 

Fact: AMI is a non denominational Christian church with teachings directly from the New 

King James version of the Bible. 

Comments:  

According to the Collins Dictionary a ‘doomsday cult’ is a cult, typically with a charismatic 

leader, that expects the world to end badly, soon, and behaves accordingly.  

NONE of the crazy predictions aired by the media has happened. Eg. It was predicted that if 

everyone concerned hadn’t left Australia by June 2010 something terrible would happen.  

What happened? Nothing.  

Myth:  

AMI has a shooting range 

Fact:  

Not even any evidence of shooting range. 

Comments:  

Even AMI’s rehabilitation facility is overlooked by surrounding farms, and the 3-strand wire 

fence is adequate for constraining a few cows, but could not even the wildest imaginings be 

called a compound fence designed to conceal. 

Myth:  

AMI was grooming girls to marry older men. 

Fact:  

These young girls were assessed by a child psychologist as conventional children. 

Comments:  

Another wildly flawed claim without any evidence to substantiate it. Note: The person 

making these claims appears to be out of touch with reality. The parents of these girls 

voluntarily took them for evaluation by authorities who confirmed they were typical 

children, as did their school’s principal.   



Myth:  

Pastor Leo is a fraudster 

Fact: Ps Leo has given his life to helping others, and since AMI was established has never 

taken a wage from this church. 

Comments:  

SA’s Director of Public Prosecutions & SAPOL have publicly stated there is no chance of Ps 

Leo being charged with fraud. The DPP did two media releases and a media conference to 

confirm the facts. This included noting that the witnesses interviewed were unreliable. Due 

to media speculation SAPOL stated the facts on their news website, and also confirmed 

there were no firearms charges either. 

Myth:  

Pastor Leo allegedly assaulted an AMI parishioner’s husband. 

Fact:  

The reverse is true. Over a 6 week period leading up to this incident reports were made to 

police about man in question because he stalked, threatened & assaulted Ps Leo. 

Comments:  

Numerous reports (including one where he asked an AMI follower for a gun to take out the 

Pastor) were made to SAPOL about these threats against Ps Leo. SAPOL appears to have 

ignored them all, and has not released the full CCTV footage of the alleged assault. SAPOL 

asked the so-called assault victim to make a statement a month after the incident. Ps Leo 

filed a police report on the same day as he was assaulted. 

Myth:  

AMI is not a church / charity. 

Fact:  

Since 1998 AMI has been registered with the ATO as a Religious Institution / Bible College. 

Comments:  

In a highly unusual move, the ATO revoked AMI’s status as a charity a few days after 

SAPOL’s illegal raids on AMI’s properties. Note: The ATO cannot revoke status of a religious 

institution because it is not equipped to do so. Why? Because it cannot disprove that 



churchgoers believe in a higher being (definition of religious institution), particularly given 

the mountain of evidence provided by parishioners (testimonies, signed statements, DVD’s 

etc. etc.). 

Myth:  

Civil court claims against Ps Leo, Assistant Ps Veneziano & Youth Minister Veneziano means 

they must be guilty of something! 

Fact:  

None of these claims have been tested in a court of law.  

Comments:  

One of the two claims was hastily withdrawn (when he realised he’d been exposed as a 

SAPOL informant) by the plaintiff without getting one cent.  This spurious claim was 

withdrawn as soon as the plaintiff saw a document proving him to be a SAPOL informant.  

The other was unjustly awarded in the plaintiff’s favour because Ps Leo, who was under 

house arrest in Fiji, could not attend the Australian court hearing. Due to the defendants 

leaving the country on a planned missionary trip before the illegal raids, the resulting media 

frenzy, threats to their lives and lack of confidence of police protection, they overstayed 

their visas in Fiji. Since being detained in Fiji they have been under house arrest and 

constrained from leaving that country. Hence they were unable to defend themselves in the 

civil case that did go to trial. A default judgement was awarded against them, without the 

flimsy claim being tested. 

Myth:  

Ps Leo breached a court order in selling properties frozen by the civil court as reported by 

the media. 

Fact:  

Ps Leo has not sold any properties since the freeze orders were enacted. 

Comments:  

At the time of this media report two properties (one owned by Assistant Ps Veneziano’s 

brother, and the other to his parents) covered by the freeze orders, had NOT been sold. The 

media report was inaccurate. These properties weren’t sold until the court freeze orders 

were varied to accommodate the sales.  



The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) used the same inaccurate media report to influence a 

judge to get another freeze order over Ps Leo’s assets and assets he was holding on trust for 

AMI. Interestingly the ATO had done searches of the Land Titles to ascertain who owned 

these properties. Said searches, done in August 2010, would have shown that the Veneziano 

families still owned these titles, because the sale did not settle until 28 November 2010. It 

does beg the question – why did the ATO submit copies of Land Titles searches for all the 

other properties, but not the two properties featured in the inaccurate media report. Why 

did the ATO submit this media article as evidence to the court instead of the property titles? 

Myth:  

Intelligence proves guilt. 

Fact:  

Evidence proves guilt. 

Comments:  

Intelligence is not the same as evidence. Intelligence is unproven. It can be rumour. It can be 

partly true. It can be wildly untrue.  

On the other hand, evidence is proof. It is proven facts. 

The media reports, SAPOL raids, ATO revoking of AMI’s charity status, audit and 

assessments were all based on intelligence, not facts. There was no substation or validation 

done. In the case of the ATO even when evidence has been provided they continue to ignore 

it. 

A few general comments: 

A respected lawyer commented on the treatment meted out to Ps Leo, AMI and its 

followers: “I haven’t seen anything like this since the Lindy Chamberlain  (where it took 32 

years for Lindy to be completely exonerated of killing her own child).”  

This entire matter has been fabricated by a few people motivated by greed, envy, and 

ambition.  These same people do not care who else is hurt in the process. What does this 

tell you about the type of person who would be so careless of the damage caused to others 

who have never done anything to their persecutors? 


